Imagination Park Entertainment Set to Produce Michael Bisping Documentary
"THE RECOUNT"
VANCOUVER, April 12, 2018 /CNW/ - Imagination Park Entertainment Inc. (CSE: IP) (OTC: IPNFF)
(FRA: GMS1) ("Imagination Park" or "Company") is pleased to announce an agreement to produce a
documentary with UFC Legend, Michael "The Count" Bisping with the working title "THE
RECOUNT". THE RECOUNT will go into production in June 2018 and is anticipated to be broadcast on
Super Channel, a Canadian English language Category A premium cable and satellite television channel
owned by Allarco Entertainment 2008 Inc. THE RECOUNT tells the story of Michael's career inside and
outside the ring, as a loving husband and father to the winningest UFC fighter in history. It is anticipated
the documentary will result in revenue to the Company of C$450,000. The project will be produced and
executive produced by Adam Scorgie, Yas Taalat, Gabriel Napora, Rocky Mudaliar and Ben Lu.
Michael Bisping stated: "I firmly believe that Imagination Park is one of the best production companies in
the world. I'm thrilled to be working with them once again. My journey as a professional fighter was an
emotional rollercoaster with the highest highs and the lowest lows. I often considered throwing in the
towel, before I achieved my lifelong dream of becoming Champion of the World. Having worked with
Imagination Park previously on a VR project we did, which turned out exceptional, I fully expect
Imagination Park to capture my story with the same passion and drive I implemented throughout my
career. We are all very excited to get this going."
Yas Taalat, Chief Creative Officer at Imagination Park stated: "Michael Bisping is one of the most loyal,
caring, humble, and talented people I've ever met and to get the chance to work with him and tell his life
story is beyond special. This is a guy who had to sleep in his car at times, working towards an
opportunity to show the world what he is capable of. Bisping is a special kind of athlete, the real life
Rocky Balboa but he is also a compassionate man that cares about his beautiful family deeply and
together they've proved nothing can get in their way. This is an amazing story, with amazing people and
we are excited to share it with the world."
Gabriel Napora, Chairman of the Board of Imagination Park, added: "Michael is both a friend and
colleague. To be able to do a documentary on his life is a great honor. We feel this positions Imagination
Park in the sports marketplace for both film and augmented reality."
Acclaimed Director Michael Hamilton, will be directing the project, having just wrapped and premièred the
highly anticipated I AM MLK, a feature documentary on the iconic civil rights leader, Martin Luther King,
for Paramount Network. "I'm a story teller, so I'm honored to join this creative team to tell the incredible
story of Michael Bisping and what he has accomplished in and out of the Octagon."
Adam Scorgie, Producer of award winning documentaries like The Culture High and Ice Guardians noted:
"Michael is a UFC legend and one of the pioneers of British mixed martial arts. I am beyond excited to
work with Michael and Imagination Park on this documentary."
Rocky Mudaliar, CEO of Abrupt Films and Head of Acquisitions at Mammoth Media, said: "Bisping is
undoubtedly a global sporting superstar. Michael has gone through an amazing journey and we are
beyond ecstatic to tell his story."
About Imagination Park
An emerging leader in digital content production, Imagination Park creates and delivers transformational
experiences through the production and distribution of intellectual property for film, virtual reality,
augmented reality & mixed reality in North America and China.

Through its joint venture company XenoHolographic, it creates novel holographic content and provides
augmented reality products for both phones and wearable headsets, as well as rapid deployment of AR
solutions, without the need for developers, while integrating artificial intelligence (AI) and Blockchain.
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The Canadian Securities Exchange has neither approved nor disapproved the contents of this press
release.
This press release may include 'forward-looking information' within the meaning of Canadian securities
legislation, concerning the business of the Company. The forward-looking information is based on certain
key expectations and assumptions made by Imagination Park's management. Although Imagination Park
believes that the expectations and assumptions on which such forward- looking information is based are
reasonable, undue reliance should not be placed on the forward-looking information because Imagination
Park can give no assurance that it will prove to be correct. These forward-looking statements are made
as of the date of this press release, and Imagination Park disclaims any intent or obligation to update
publicly any forward-looking information, whether as a result of new information, future events or results
or otherwise, other than as required by applicable securities laws.
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For further information: or to explore working with Imagination Park, please email
info@imaginationpark.com, or visit www.imaginationpark.com.
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